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Microworld: waves are corpuscles, corpuscles are waves

Einstein, 1905 – for light (photons)
L. de Broglie, 1924 – electrons and other microparticles



Electrons are particles (you cannot see half of electron) 
but moves along all possible directions (interference) 



Interference phenomena: superposition principle
Does it work in the macroworld?! Seems to be - no

A. Einstein: Quantum mechanics is incomplete; superposition principle 
does not work in the macroworld

N. Bohr: Classical measurement devices is an important part 
of quantum reality

What is the origin of classical in the quantum world?



Complementary principle: we live in classical world, our
language is classical, we know nothing on the electron itself,
we deal only with the results of its interaction with classical

measuring devices

Classical physics is not just a limit of quantum physics
at ħ → 0: we need classical objects!

(cf relativity theory: c → ∞)

Used to be mainstream but now: quantum cosmology (no
classical objects in early Universe)... quantum informatics
(“as you can buy wavefunction in a supermarket”)... Many-world
interpretation... 

I will be talking on quantum description of world around us



Von Neumann theory of measurement (1932)

Density matrix for subsystem A of a total system A + B

Pure state

Mixed state

Two ways of evolution



Application: decoherence wave

Example: Bose-Einstein condensation in ideal and almost ideal gases

0 is the state with minimal energy 

We measure at t = 0 number of bosons at a given lattice site

Projection operator: Von Neumann prescription:

is the density matrix before measurement



Decoherence wave in BEC

Single-particle density matrix

Explicit calculations Poisson statistics for the measurement 
outcomes



Decoherence wave in BEC II

Weakly nonideal gas: Bogoliubov transformation 

Excitation spectrum Acoustic for small k



Decoherence wave in BEC III

In this case, decoherent action propagates with sound velocity, nothing is
“superluminal”, etc – a smooth “wave function collapse” 

Can be experimentally verified! But, in a sense... 

Interaction with light is a measurement!



Neel state of AFM: The role of entanglement

Ground state is singlet, no sublattices!

Anomalous averages: 

In the case of AFM (or superconductor) this field does not look physical!

In thermodynamic limit, this state (without anomalous averages!) gives
the same results for observables as Neel state; can be used as starting

point for local measurement and decoherence wave 



Neel state of AFM: The role of entanglement II

Measuring local spin at site n = 0
Easy-axis anisotropy: in Ising limit, one single measurement leads
to instans wave function collapse: all even spins up, all odd down

(or vice versa)  
Easy plane anisotropy (or isotropic case) – broken continuous symmetry;

Decoherence wave and of the order of N measurements to create Neel state



However... This is for classical spins!

In AFM, there are zero-point oscillations: nominal spin is less than in
classical  Neel picture. E.g., square lattice Heisenberg AFM, 
NN interactions only:

It means that for S=1/2 if  a spin belongs to (nominally) spin-up sublattice
in reality  it is up with 80% probability and down with 20% probability
(average spin is roughly 0.3)

Than, even in easy-axis case one single local measurement is not enough
to establish sublattices – may be by accident it is done in a “wrong” instant



Decoherence waves in AFM for quantum spins

Simulations by numerically exact solution of
time-dependent Schrödinger equation

Hamiltonian is the sum of  Heisenberg and Ising parts:

The larger Δ, the weaker
are quantum zero-point

oscillations 



Chebyshev Polynomial Algorithm: based on the numerically exact 
polynomial decomposition of the time evolution operator Ũ. It is very 
efficient if H is a sparse matrix.
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Decoherence waves in AFM for quantum spins II

Single measurement



Decoherence waves in AFM for quantum spins III

The sign of  anisotropy is not important if  it is small

Also, multiple measurements were studied 



Decoherence waves in AFM for quantum spins IV

Oscillations of  total magnetization after single local measurement



“Decoherence program”
Measurement eliminates off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, creates
preferable basis  (eigenstates of the operator corresponding to the measured

Quantity) and therefore kills superposition principle. But why and how?
(Von Neumann theory is pure phenomenology)  



“Decoherence program” II
Optical activity of biological substances

It is not equivalent to its mirror reflection → optical activity

Why it is not a superposition  1/√2(|left>+|right>)? 
The “Schrödinger cat” problem!
Superposition principle does not work
On the other hand: inverse splitting in NH3 (ammonia maser)



“Decoherence program” III

Matter waves for C60 molecules

C60



Still controversial... 





What are pointer states?

SEES HHHH ++= S system E environment

Hypotheses (Zurek et al): if  HSE >> ΔES pointer states are eigenstates of  HSE 

If  HSE << ΔES pointer states are eigenstates of  HS 

ΔES difference of  energy levels of  central system (vanishes in thermodynamic
limit)

Second: assumes evolution to Gibbs distribution (in particular) 

S. Yuan, M. I. Katsnelson and H. De Raedt,
JETP Lett. 84, 99 (2006); Phys. Rev. A 75, 
052109 (2007); Phys. Rev. B 77, 184301 
(2008); J. Phys. Soc. Japan 78, 094003 

(2009) 
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Seems to be confirmed by all simulations!



Dynamical Evolution to Canonical Ensemble
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Dynamical Evolution to Canonical Ensemble II



Pointer states for strong interaction with environment
The situation is not so clear 

Important to clarify (e.g. to derive von 
Neumann prescription for measurement)

Suppose it is correct; why macroobjects have definite coordinates rather
than momenta (do not form standing waves etc.)? Because interatomic
interactions are dependent mostly on coordinates and not on momenta!

Can we invent the situation when it will be dependent on momenta?
Yes!!! Edge states in topological insulators where momentum is entangled

with spin, and the Hamiltonian can be spin-dependent!



Protection of propagation direction by environment

Two electron modes (one is edge mode), zero Hamiltonian

c edge mode, h0 back scattering, d fermionic thermal bath.
Interaction:



Pointer states for strong interaction with environment II

RG analysis: renormalization
of  back scattering as a function

of  cutoff parameter

When interaction Hamiltonian depends mostly on spins back-scattering
is suppressed (direction of   momentum is protected), when mostly on

coordinates – the effect is opposite



Decoherence in quantum spin systems: Motivation

Molecular magnets
V15

Mn12



Molecular magnets II

Very attractive but...
Decoherence by nuclear spins

(chaotic thermal bath at any reasonable
temperature)

One can have “Rabi oscillations”
but entropy is high (a very

small part of Hilbert space is
available for manipulations)



STM probe of magnetic clusters



STM probe of magnetic clusters II

Decoherence by conduction
electrons in substrate



Model consideration

Two atoms, each connects with a thermal
bath (double Bethe model)



Model consideration II

Possible experiment with spin-polarized STM:
- changing distance between magnetic adatoms;
- changing hybridization with substrate

Transition from Neel state to singlet state (e.g. for dimer) when the coupling
to substrate is weaker than the coupling between adatoms



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM

P. W. Anderson (1952) noticed that despite singlet ground state is very
different from Neel state their energies are close: EN (1+1/zS) <E0 <EN

(bipartite lattice, nearest-neighbors, z coordination number)

Neel state can be build as a superposition of  low-excited state (Anderson tower), 
supposed to be stable in thermodynamic limit

The idea: to prove robustness of classical
Neel state with respect to (arbitrary)
interaction with environment, within 
the concept of  “quantum Darwinism” 
(W. Zurek)



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM II
“Classical” states: product of spin coherent states (product state, no entanglement)

Tower states



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM III

Composition of  some
slassical AFM states for
small quantum systems

TOS states: eigenstates
with maximal contribution
to classical states (shown in

red)



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heiseneberg AFM IV

Selection of  pointer states via “quantum Darwinism” (optimization of
robustness)

Trial combinations of  TOS states  

Selected states (red) forms subsystem A, other states subsystem B; B
plays  the role of  environment for TOS

Entanglement entropy

If  necessary symmetrize – e.g. for triangular lattice with three sublattices
A,B,C



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM V

Optimized state: ent. entropy 0.65, sublattice spin 0.33 (instead of  0.5)



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM VI

Optimization for larger system

Conclusion: classical states correspond to linear combination of  
low-excited states (or the states belonging to degenerate ground states)
which are robust if  the rest of  quantum Hilbert state is considered as

environment

Frequency of
the pointer states



Quantum skyrmion

Classical skyrmion: magnetic topological defect of  great fundamental 
interest and perspectives of  important applications

Wikipedia

Characterized by topological charge,
conserving integer quantity

Can we have quantum analog? 

Several works, I will follow this one:



Quantum skyrmion II

Exchange + DMI +
External magnetic field

Important: strictly speaking, no topological protection in quantum case (informally:
unstable with respect to tunneling)

Plateau region corresponding to
skyrmion state?!



Quantum skyrmion III

The same problem of  classical-
quantum correspondence as for

AFM

Tower of  states

Optimization to pointer states



Quantum skyrmion IV

Despite the absence of  exact topological protection quantum skyrmion state
is reasonably robust with respect to the local measurements

Evolution of  quantum chirality after projective local measurement



Anderson tower and origin of classicality for Heisenberg AFM VI
Repeated measurement and “quantum Zeno” effect (stabilization of  quantum
state by repeated measurements, initially introduced for two-level problem)

Like for AFM repeated local
measurements make system

more classical

Emergent topological protection!
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